MALCESINE BIG AIR CONTEST 2015 – KITEBOARDING
1. REGULATIONS.
1.1 What is decisive NIPAM for navigation, integrated with the regulations for safety in navigation with
kiteboarding 1.4
1.2 The limit of the wind to the specialty Freestyle, is established by the Organising Committee, during the
execution of the competition considering the weather conditions.
2. LOCATION, DATES AND ORGANISING:
Navene 09 \ 10 May
Association Amateur Sports KITE SCHOOL NAVENE
Via Valle Dell'Acqua Loc. Navene 37018
Malcesine (VR)
3. ELIGIBILITY - CATEGORIES - SCORING
3.1 We will draw up rankings for the following categories: - juniors aged 14 to 18 years - Open Man - Open
Woman. These categories will be awarded only if the number of participants will be at least three.
3.2 All competitors must be in order with the FIV (including saw the medical examination of type A noncompetitive). The cards will be delivered to the secretary of Organizing Committee at the registration.
3.3 Unaccompanied minors by parents, or by those in parental authority, will have to show the
accompanying document completed and signed by parents accompanied by guardian.
4. MEASUREMENT AND MATERIALS
With regard to the materials, there are no limitations. The organizers can decide whether to reward special
categories.
5. SCORING SYSTEM
5.1 The evaluation of the jump is performed taking into account the main factors 1) elevation 2)
radicality 3) landing.
5.2 The evaluation of the judges will be overall and incontestable. The jump NOT landed correctly
is valued at 50%
5.3 The judges will assign numerical scores to the maneuvers performed by the competitors during the
battery within the competition area designated. For each maneuver will be assigned a score of 0.1 to 10.0
(increase in tenths)
5.3 It will be considered valid the best Score of individual competitor and discarded others, lower: the
competitor with the highest score wins.
6. PROGRAM:
The Competition will be held in the mirror of the lake front

Navene, in the town of Malcesine, Province of Verona, in the days, May 9 to 10 year 2015.
The official start of the race is set for the day:
Friday May 8 at 17:00 opening secretariat of race. 17.30 registration closes for the inscriptions and skipper
meeting. The time of the warning signal of that first race of the day will be 09 communicated to the skipper
meeting and then through a notice posted on the official notice.
On the last day of race will not be directed by warning signs after 17.30.
Saturday, 09/05 - first day: 7.00 Hours rider briefing - billboard batteries - Beginning rounds Big Air Contest
end rounds of qualifying de-briefing. Follows:
eliminatory rounds start - end rounds – publication standings - award ceremonies - Closing event.
Sunday, 10/05 - Day two: 7.00 Hours skipper meeting - billboard batteries - Beginning qualifying rounds –
end qualifying rounds - de-briefing Follows Start rounds preliminaries - end rounds - publication standings award ceremonies - Closing event.
NB. In the event that during the first day (Saturday 09 May) has completed the rankings, the sail will be
deemed complete. In this case, not will be carried out the other competitions in the second
day (Sunday, May 10).
7. ENTRIES:
7.1 All enrollments up to 20 participants will have been completed at the secretariat. After the time
specified in the notice of race, after that time, these will be strictly closed and will not be allowed some
athlete, regardless of the causes of the delay, whether personal or force majeure, or by the fact that has or
has not promptly notified;
7.2 It is strictly forbidden to confirm the presence to race from colleagues, friends or third
people. And not will also be allowed to transfer, for any reason, the registration fee by a partner to
another;
7.3 To facilitate the task for the organization and cost containment is higly recommended to
to enroll with sufficient notice.
8. MODE 'REGISTRATION:
Registration for the competition are accepted from the day 15/04/2015 to the following email address:
info@kiteschoolnavene.it (phone +39 3454795705) and must contain: name, surname, date of birth, and
the coordinates of the bank registration fee, to race, amounting to EUR 30.00, made on the account IBAN
IT22Q0801634313000014353749
All pre-registrations must then to be ratified unless otherwise notice issued by the organizers,
at the secretariat of the competitions in the place of sailing, the 05.08.2015, no later than the hours
17:30. At the end time specified above registrations will be strictly closed. It will not be also allowed to
transfer, for any reason, the registration fee by a competitor to a other.
9. INSTRUCTIONS:
Instructions of race, will be available to competitors at registration.
10. PUBLICITY:
'Pursuant to ISAF Regulation 20, is communicated that will be on display advertising
sails and Chest Protection of competitors (Regulation 20.3).
11. MEDIA:
By signing up for a race every competitor automatically grants to

organizers the right to in perpetuity to make, use and to show, at any occasion and
discretion of the same, each audio recording photographic image, movie, TV and video shooting
Live or recorded, performed during the event which takes part without payment
some.
12. LIABILITY:
The associations organizer, the Italian Sailing Federation, the Class Kiteboarding
Italy, disclaim any responsibility for any damage caused to persons or property is in the water
and in earth. Each competitor participates at his peril. Each competitor is responsible for the
own equipment.
For more information contact: info@kiteschoolnavene.com Tel: +39 345 4795705

